
Cool-Rack | Cooling in the rack cabinet



Creation an ideal indoor atmosphere increasingly poses a challenge in high-tech space. 

Conventional systems such as chilled ceilings or convection cooling can only compen-

sate for the increased heat load by interfering with climate comfort. Their solution is a 

higher air exchange rate, or outsourcing of IT components to a separate utility room. In 

the first case, unpleasant drafts can hardly be avoided. In the second case, outsourcing 

into additional server space can be very expensive – if that space is available at all. 

Cool Rack can be flexibly positioned and 

is height-adjustable. Cool Rack is equally 

well-suited to housing servers and per-

sonal computers.

Cooled rack cabinets that 
do not emit heat or noise.

Rack cabinets with an integrated air/liquid cooling system that do not produce heat 

or annoying noises. Suitable for capacities of up to 20 kW per double rack. Because 

of its low noise operation, a Cool Rack can be set up directly in the office or in a 

separate server room. Very good accessibility to the IT components through front 

and rear service doors.
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At the very top of the rack cabinet, a water-powered refrigeration unit is integrated. 

Innovative and energy-efficient cooling takes place in a closed circuit. Warm rising air 

is taken in at the rear, cooled by means of highly-effective heat exchangers and blown 

out downward to the floor at the front by energy-efficient fans. This ensures that all the 

IT components have a sufficient supply of cool air.

Comfort and durability
Optimum accessibility to the IT components and their uncluttered wiring is guaranteed. 

High availability is achieved thanks to a radically simpler system structure. The failure 

of a fan, for example, has no effect on the system performance. There is no need for air 

filters, which has a positive effect on maintenance. Encapsulation of the IT components 

while at the same time removing the waste heat within the rack, means that there is no 

additional heat load on the facility›s air conditioning system.

A Cool Rack consists of:
– Double-rack unit with system rails for accommodating 19» components

– Cooling unit above the rack unit with integrated heat exchangers and fans

– Connection hoses for the circulating water up to the defined transfer 

 point, usually above the Cool Rack (between the Cool Rack and ceiling) or 

 in the corridor in front of the Cool Rack

– Internal wiring of the fans

– Optional: Temperature monitoring

Cool rack: 
Integrated cooling

Impressive cooling properties
Cool Rack provides the solution for a comfortable indoor atmosphere, while at the 

same time offering more efficient cooling of your IT components. It is suitable for use 

directly at the workplace – which keeps the wiring short, clear-cut and very simple – 

as well as in server rooms or datacentres. In addition, Cool Rack is characterised by 

the fact that the heat can still be dissipated despite high supply temperatures. This 

allows for optimised cooling with maximum energy efficiency and makes a signifi-

cant contribution toward achieving the minimum possible PUE value. The advan-

tages are obvious: Cool Rack contributes significantly towards a comfortable working 

environment and towards optimising energy overheads (free cooling) as well as 

allowing for short cable runs.



Cool Rack benefits
– Minimum energy requirement for transporting water and ambient air (20–30 W/kW)

– High cooling water temperatures avoid condensation and allow for a system with 

 largely free cooling. The cooling water pipes do not need expensive insulation.

– Good accessibility for installing IT components (front and rear 

– service doors) with integrated flexible cable routing

– Investments in facility cooling systems can be significantly reduced

– No control valves, which could impair availability, are required. 

– Although Cool Rack has a minimum number of components, it achieves 

 extremely high

– availability (fan service life up to 100,000 h) despite minimal

– commissioning overhead

– Stand-alone or in arbitrary arrays

– Cool Rack has perfectly matching energy features for use in combination with 

 other air conditioning products by Erich Keller AG. For example, products can 

 be connected in series in order to avoid separate energy hubs. 

– We also cater to more exotic customer requirements; after all, Cool Rack was 

 developed by Erich Keller AG and is manufactured in Switzerland. 

Key data standard type
– Free slots 19˝ = 2 × 40 HU (10 kW), 2 × 40 HU (20 kW), 

– Deadweight (with water, but without IT components) 500 kg respectively 780 kg

– Cool Rack can be installed directly on the floor or on a frame (double bottom)

– Dimensions (e.g., height) can be adapted to IT components and the space situation

– Supply water temperature: between 19  ° C and 24 ° C 

Provision of material by customer
– Cooling water supply up to Cool Rack

– Electrical connection for each Cool Rack

– Monitoring of the maximum permissible air temperature and cooling water system 

 pressure

– Availability concept (redundancy and emergency operation)

– Plinth construction for double bottom

Maintenance during operation
– Semi-annual functional check by qualified personnel

– Periodic cleaning of the heat exchangers

Accessories
– Front with four hinged doors instead of double doors in glass or painted wood

– Digital temperature display

– Side cable entry points with brush strips

– Shelf/heavy duty slide-out

The actual design may differ from the version shown.

Cool-Rack 10 kW, 2 × 40 HE Cool-Rack 20 kW, 2 × 40 HE

Extent of supply Extent of supply
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